SVT SALES

Catalogue MIPTV 2021
Documentary. Drama. Comedy. Youth. Lifestyle.

For MIPTV 2021 the public service broadcaster of Sweden, SVT, offer a neat selection of documentaries,
fiction and comedy, as well as our formats.
We’re happy to provide you with screening links, and are availble at your request for a Teams or Zoom
meet-up.
All the best from Stockholm, and hope to see you IRL in the near future!
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DOCUMENTARY

ABOUT INGA

THE BEE EFFECT

Inga Landgré is one of Sweden’s great
actresses, now 93 years old. She has
a dream, she wants to reconnect with
Greece, the place where she felt the most
alive during her life.

Fanny Risberg has created an intimate
an unsentimental portrait, beyond a rear
window portrait of a Swedish icon, but a
hymn to the emotions of life, melancholy,
grief, elation and love.

Her friend Fanny joins her on a reunion
adventure, which becomes an historic
backdrop for a talk between two
women from different generations.
Through conversations Inga is reminded
of her past, and life lived.

Being alive isn’t always easy, and a more
honest portrait of a long life lived is hard
to find.

Inga had traveled most of Europe but she
had, in her own words, saved Greece.
So when she was awarded a traveling
grant from the Swedish Union for
Performing Arts and Film after her divorce
from actor Nils Poppe, Greece was her
destination. The 1964 journey filled her
with euphoria and happiness, and so
Greece became special to her.

Original Title Om Inga
Genre Documentary, Art, Biography
Duration 59 minutes
Year of Production 2020
Director Fanny Risberg
Photography Charlotta Tengroth
Editing Kaveh Akaber
Producer Hjalmar Palmgren/Docster Pictures
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DOCUMENTARY

EVERY STEP COUNTS

Viktor has made his mind up – he’s going to travel from the middle of Sweden
to the west coast of Spain. By foot.
Despite having only basic knowledge
of European geography, he thinks he’ll
figure it out as he goes along. Nothing
is impossible, right? During his 3645
kilometers long journey he looks back
at a life of addictions and failures.

standing before a crossroad, suicide or a
clean new start.

Viktor grew up in a middle-class suburb,
on the outside everything looked fine,
but he was always scared when he came
home from school. His parents were
alcoholics and drug addicts. His mother
told him “things will get better”, but at
the age of 8 Viktor knew that it wasn’t
going to get better. Then his dad died,
and Viktor remembers it as the first day
of his childhood where he was happy.

Ever step counts is a story about determination, idiocy and finding peace. An unadorned,
enthralling and hopeful documentary about
an epic walk, and a rare friendship.

Victor’s old music teacher from secondary
school reads in the paper that Victor is
planning to walk from the middle of Sweden
to the west coast of Spain. Mikael jokingly
asks who will make the documentary about
his journey. Viktor replies: You.

Despite being successful in school he
sought adventure and comfort in drugs,
from weed to heroin. Then in 2012 waking up in a thrashed flat, he finds himself
Original Title 5 miljoner steg
Genre Documentary, Self-help, Hiking
Duration 59 minutes
Year of Production 2021
A film by Mikael Hallmans & Viktor Jinnevång
Script & Editing Mikael Hallmans & Anton Häggman
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DOCUMENTARY

A YEAR WITH THE SWEDISH ROYAL FAMILY

Every year is a busy one for the Swedish
Royal Family, but due to the pandemic and a
more or less global lock-down, all international travel were cancelled and much of the
royal commitments had to be carried out
with a distance, digitally.
The year started with the first, and later to
be remembered as the only, official travel for
the King and Queen - to Jokkmokk, for the
Sámi National Day. As the pandemic hit we
join Crown Princess Victoria as she visits a
field hospital in Stockholm, built to assist
the hospitals with the increasing numbers
of covid-19 patients. Princess Sofia decided
to join a voluntary team at the hospital Sophiahemmet, to act relief to exhausted care
workers.

reflect over their many months in quarantine and their involuntary pensioner lifestyle.
Crown Princess Victoria’s passion for climate
and human rights shine through in her conversations with Estelle and Oscar around the
sheep garden and at the beehives at Haga
Castle. And one of the most memorable royal
events in 2020 was when the Crown Princess
opened the Pride festival with a heartfelt and
powerful speech – the first time in history a
member of the royal family opened Pride.

We e-meet with Princess Madeleine who has
been living under strict lock-down in her Florida home, and Prince Daniel gives us a tour
of a new sculpture park. The King and Queen

Original titel Året med Kungafamiljen 2020
Genre Documentary, Royals
Duration 59 minutes
Year of production 2020
Director Sara Bull
Producer Marie Nyreröd
Produced by SVT
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DOCUMENTARY

JOSEFIN & FLORIN

THE BEE EFFECT

After meeting outside the local grocery
store, 22-year-old Romanian street beggar
Florin and 38-year-old Swedish single
mother Josefin get married. Despite the
many cultural differences dividing them,
they share a deep longing for love and a
better life.
Moving into a house in a Swedish village,
they create a norm-beating life complete
with chickens, pigs and a scrapyard. Florin’s
friends and family often visit from back
home, begging in the town center, and
Josefin and Florin’s home is soon referred
to by the locals as Little Romania.

Florin studies Swedish and looks for work,
but as the pressure from his family to send
home money mounts, the relationship and
their hopes for the future are put to the
test.
Filmmakers Ellen Fiske and Joanna
Karlberg follow Josefin and Florin over the
course of 2.5 years, capturing the emotional ups and downs of their love affair.
The result offers an intimate portrayal of
the beautiful – and challenging – power
of love.

Original Josefin & Florin
Genre Documentary, Feel good, Love
Duration 58 minutes
Year of Production 2019
Directors Ellen Fiske & Joanna Karlberg
Producer Anna Weitz
Produced by Mantaray
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DOCUMENTARY

WITNESSES

THE BEE EFFECT

World renowned photographer Mikael
Jansson has travelled across Sweden to
listen to and document the last survivors
of the holocaust. In bare yet powerful
portraits the last generation come
forward. As humans we are demanded to
listen, and to never forget.

what happened, to share with their own
words what they saw and experienced. What sits before us are the last
witnesses.

Witnesses is a poignant and intimate film
about what happened, and must never
happen again. Mikael Jansson met, photographed and filmed 97 survivors of the
holocaust, before the exhibition Witnesses.
This beautifully composed documentary
brings forward unimaginable and important
accounts, as they tell us what happened
to them and their families in the Germans’
death camps.
Some of these memories have never
been told, or even shared with their own
children. Most of them arrived in Sweden
in their youth, right after the liberation.
Today they are between 90 and 100 years
old. Soon they will not be able to talk about

Original Witnesses
Genre Documentary, History, Holocaust
Duration 59 minutes
Year of Production 2019
Director Mikael Jansson
Producer Kim Jansson
Editing Dino Jonsäter & Johanna Joona
Produced by Studio Mikael Jansson
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DOCUMENTARY

GRAFFIGINA

THE BEE EFFECT

In the 90s Carolina Falkholt lived in the
US and made a living painting graffiti
with the best of New Yorks underground
artists. Today she is an established artist
in Sweden and internationally. We join her
as she returns to New York for a one year
residency.
Carolina started of her career as a graffiti
painter in Stockholm under the name Blue.
She very quickly became one of the most

prominent artists with the fearless and
vivid way she painted the city, and is a well
known person within the graffiti culture.
Her signature murals, or burners, of the
male and female genitals is created in an
effort to contribute to the debate around
sexuality. Carolina returns to a New York
very different from when she last lived
there. The current political climate in the
US is a stark contrast to what she wants to
say with her art.
Wherever she goes her murals make
people react and feel, and this journey is
no different. After having painted a huge
penis on a building she is thrown into an
American legal process threatening her
future in the US, and she is forced to tackle
both inner and outer demons in order to
make her voice heard.

Original Graffitta
Genre Documentary, Art, Graffiti, Street culture
Duration 57 minutes
Year of Production 2019
Directors Teodor Hultberg & Engelbrekt Krantz
Producers Sigrid Helleday & Anita Oxburgh
Editing Teodor Hultberg, Engelbrekt Krantz & Ylva Henriksson
Produced by Migma Film
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DOCUMENTARY

INNER WOODS

The forest has always served as a playground for art, mythology and fantasies,
and as a mirror of man’s own interior. We
get to follow artists and activists who
talk about how their lives and works were
affected by the forest. What is lost in
ourselves when the wild nature is forced
back, when the experience of being part
of a living environment breaks down?
Lars Lerin is a well-known beloved and
thoughtful Swedish artist with an intimate
relationship to nature in his watercolors.
Eirik Havnes is a Norwegian musician
who use nature’s own voice in his music,
through recording the sound of the ground,
tree trunks and mushrooms.
The woods are also the focus in Helene
Schmitz large format photography, as she
explores human’s taming of nature while
nature is always evolving. Sápmi artist
Britta Markatt-Labba takes us through her
“24 metres embroidery”, where the earth

mothers want to share their knowledge of
nature, which was exhibited at documenta
in Kassel. Inner woods screened as official

selection at North Dakota Human Rights
Film Festival 2020, Master of Art and at
Melbourne Design Festival 2021

“As a child I was told about the spirits who
lives underground, they are our reflections,
who mimic our behavior above ground. But
today I have noticed that they’ve gone deeper
into the earth. I think it’s because they’re very,
very disappointed in us humans. When you
drill for new minerals, it’s like you drill holes in
the hearts of the spirits of nature.”
- Britta Markatt-Labba

Original Title Den inre skogen
Genre Documentary, Environment, Art & Culture
Duration 58 minutes
Year of Production 2019
Director Thomas Jackson
Produced by SVT/K-special
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DOCUMENTARY

ROYAL JEWELRY

THE BEE EFFECT

Each piece of jewelry of the Swedish
royal family carry its own story - about
love, power and politics. Stories of
women and their connections with
countries all over the world - who were
they?
Queen Silvia of Sweden, Crown Princess
Victoria and Princess Christina share
the stories and history behind some of
the most exquisite pieces of Swedish
royal jewelry. How did jewelry worn by
an empress in Brazil, topaz from the
Russian tsar family and jewels connected to Napoleon become Swedish royal
jewelry. Many of the pieces were created several centuries ago and with the
passing of time some facts have been
forgotten, instead myths and guesses
have been interpreted as truths.

search archives all over the world. In old
letters and documents we find information
that in the end will rewrite some chapters
of our history books. We get an intimate
look at jewelry made by the finest camée
artists of the Napoleonic era, such as
Catenacci, Girometti and Rega. As no
tv-team previously have been given such
close access to the Swedish royal family’s
jewelry, this is truly a unique and thrilling
two-episode documentary - for royal fans
all over the world.

As we search for more clues regarding
the history of the royal jewelry we meet
with jewelry experts and historians, and
Original Title Kungliga smycken
Genre Documentary, Royals
Duration 2 x 59 minutes
Year of Production 2020
Director Sara Bull
Producer Marie Nyreröd
Produced by SVT
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LIFESTYLE

THE ARCHITECT’S PLACE

Guided by the charming architectural
expert Mark Isitt we visit the homes of
six prominent Swedish architects. We’re
invited to their own inspiring and unique
homes and hear their thoughts on what
they feel makes a proper home.

office of the architect, The inspiration
of the architect, The advice of the architect and The homes of others created
by the architect.

We meet architects in their own home,
where they’ve made their own very
thoughtful decisions regarding angles
and light, down to the smallest of screws.
Prepared to get inspired by the beauty
of the rooms, steadfast advice and some
useful architect’s secrets. How do they
create clever storage that blends with the
purpose and design of the house? How do
they let the change of the seasons play
a part when creating a house? and what
are their ideas when it comes to creating a
sustainable home for the future?
In each program we move through the
chapters: The home of the architect, The

Original Title Hemma hos arkitekten
Genre Architecture, Lifestyle
Duration 6 x 30 minutes
Year of Production 2020
Creator & Producer Ann Victorin
Research Sofia Wikström
Produced by SVT
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FORMAT/STUDIO ENTERTAINMENT

SMASH THE WALL

THE BEE EFFECT
The Wall is the battle of David vs. Goliath,
but in a quiz-show format. The heroic contestants challenge “The Wall” consisting
of five prominent celebrities in quiz duels.

lects all five bricks, he or she wins 50 000 SEK
and has a chance to tear down the wall and
double up on the price money in the final.

Each member of The Wall represents their
own field of knowledge: e.g. Entertainment,
Sports, Food, Politics and Geography. The
contestant’s goal is to tear down The Wall
and collect the price money. But beating
one giant is not enough, you need to conquer them all.
The Questions on the show are harder
than your average quiz show. Therefore,
the contestants have to be really sharp.
The questions are sometimes humorous
and a bit off the chart of what is generally
considered to be common knowledge. This
is to get a more even game and to really
challenge the members of The Wall.
Round 1
The contestants go head to head against
each member of The Wall in a speed quiz,
first to reach three points win. But you
need to be quick on the buzzer and get the

answer right to get the point. If your answer
is incorrect, the point goes to the opponent. If
the contestant wins, he or she earns a “brick”.
This is a round of high tempo and many
questions in short time. The goal is to collect
all five “bricks”, one for each category, to reach
the final and tear down the wall.

The Final
In the final, called The Battle of Seconds, the
contestant and one member of the wall, (chosen by the contestant) have 60 seconds each
and the goal is not to run out of time. As they
get a question the seconds tics down. If they
get the answer wrong the clock keeps ticking
down towards zero. But if they get the answer
right the clock stops, and the next question is
for the opponent whose clock starts ticking.
The winner is the one with seconds left on the
clock as the other hits zero.

Round 2
The contestants have seven duels to try to
collect the missing bricks. The first to reach
three points wins the duel, but in this round
the questions are harder and have multiple
choices. The tension increases as we move
closer to a potential final. If a contestant col-

Original title Muren
Genre Studio entertainment, Game show
Duration 8 x 59 minutes
Year of Production 2020
Producer Olle Palmlöf
Produced by SVT
Format distributor SVT Sales
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FORMAT/STUDIO ENTERTAINMENT

ON THE RIGHT TRACK

Sweden’s biggest game show since it
premiered back in 1987.
On the right track is an exciting, entertaining
and educational quiz show that keeps the
Swedish viewers glued to their TV’s every Friday night. Exciting travels, plenty of surprises
and clever humour. On The Right Track brings
you the whole world with video train travel
footage, local music and amusing anecdotes.

participates in the quiz by playing a mash-up
of hits related to the destinations and the
questions dealing with the places we go to.
In the final episode the two most successful
teams meet.
Ratings reach 30% and the average share is
more than 60%.

The competitors are celebrities from various
fields, with two things in common– audience
likeability and plenty of all-round knowledge.
On The Right Track gives them the opportunity to reveal knowledge and talents often far
removed from their image.
In every episode two teams take on three
separate train journeys, where the hosts
reveal step-by step punning leads about the
final destination. It is the contestants’- and
the viewers’ - task to find out where we are
heading. There is also a house band that

Original title På spåret
Genre Entertainment, Game show, Quiz
Duration 13 x 60 minutes
Year of Production 1987 - 2021
Produced by SVT
Format distributor Magnify Media

HD
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FORMAT/STUDIO ENTERTAINMENT

DOOBIDOO

A charming and energetic music quiz that
has entertained the Swedish audiences for
15 years running.
In Doobidoo two teams of two well-known
artists compete in a playful quiz that is all
about music.
There are several different competition components within the show. One features a participant trying to communicate a song title to
his team member, without using any spoken
language. In another the host shows a slip
with a sentence from a famous song, and the
team that first starts to sing the songs refrain
gets one point.
Ever since it premiered, Doobidoo has been
one of Sweden’s most popular entertainment
programmes, getting the tv audiences across
the country to sing out loud in front of their tv
sets. The format has been exported to
Australia and Poland with great success.

Original title Doobidoo
Genre Entertainment, Game show, Music quiz
Duration 12 x 60 minutes
Year of Production 2005 - 2021
Produced by SVT
Format distributor: Magnify Media

HD
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FORMAT/FACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT

BLACKOUT

THE BEE EFFECT

What would happen when there’s no more
electricity?
Ten contestants find themselves suddenly, and without warning, in a situation
where electricity has disappeared from
society.
How will the group react and how will the
crisis affect each of them as individuals?
The participants arrive at two different houses, for what they think will be a wonderful
holiday adventure.
One group ends up in a modern house and
the other group on an old farm, without
knowing the other group exists.

Are they the only ones affected or can
they work with other groups in the same
situation?
Throughout the series experts explain how
society and the public would be affected
by a black out and offer tips.
When broadcast in Sweden the sale of
wind up radios emptied the shelves
immediately!

At first they think the lack of electricity is
an accident before learning that they are
part of an experiment.
Not knowing how long the electricity will
be off, they start by dividing their food
and thinking how to store their supplies.

Original Title Nedsläckt land
Genre Factual
Duration 1 ep 43’, 5 x 33’
Year of Production 2019, commissioned for the web.
Produced by SVT
Format distributor SVT Sales
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FORMAT/FACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT

FINDING AN HEIR

Finding an heir focus on people who have
died in Sweden, seemingly alone, and
without the authorities succeeding to find
possible family members. The hosts take on
the task to find the unknown heirs, and the
program then succeeds to reunite families,
heal wounds and tell stories about our
modern history.

- finding answers that a family have searched
for in generations.
Finding an heir was presented at the EBU
Creative Forum in 2017 and in September
2018 the series was nominated in the category Reality & Factual at the Rose D’Or. The
series has also been nominated for the major
Swedish TV award, Kristallen.

During the second season, the series increased the number of viewers. Every week, one
million viewers (33% average share) watched
the show and the online performance is also
a success.
In one episode we get to know Rischard
Lewkowiez, a boy with Down’s syndrome who
was left in an orphanage in Malmö, Sweden
in 1953. Our hosts are trying to understand
why his parents left him behind. They unravel
a cruel story beginning in the Ghetto of Łódź,
Poland during the Nazi era, taking them further to both New York and the Netherlands

HD

Original title Arvinge okänd
Genre Factual Entertainment, Genealogy
Duration 6 x 60 minutes
Year of Production 2018 - 2021
Produced by SVT
Format distributor Magnify Media
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FICTION/COMEDY

DIPS

THE BEE EFFECT

Dips centers around three utterly incompetent diplomats. With Sweden’s reputation
on their hopeless shoulders they have their
eyes set to advance fast within one of the
country’s finest and most secretive workplaces - The Ministry for Foreign Affairs.
Mimmi Hamilton is a mentor with no moral
what so ever, in charge of the trainee dips
Fanny Båtsman and Jens Stråhle. Fanny
is a woman of principles but awkward and
socially inept. Jens is lazy and slow but with
two diplomats as parents.
The first episode starts off with the three
creating a diplomatic crisis with China, and
when the theme is feminist foreign policy
the dips trio have been assigned to prepare
a visit from Yemen. At first glance a simple
job, but as always they’re close to a
diplomatic breakdown.
Dips was created for SVT’s on demand
platform and placed itself in the top of most
viewed programs online.

Original title Dips
Genre Comedy
Duration 6 x 20 minutes
Year of Production 2018 (S1) & 2020 (S2)
Script Marie Agerhäll & Jesper Rönndahl
Director & Producer Marie Agerhäll
Produced by Allvarliga Produktioner AB for SVT
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FICTION/YOUTH DRAMA

EAGLES

THE BEE EFFECT

When the siblings Felicia and Elias Kroon
return to their hometown from the US,
with their former NHL pro dad Mats,
the current hierarchies among the local
teenagers are challenged.

There is only one opening on the senior
hockey team, and things doesn’t get easier
when Ludvig and Felica fall in love. A
forbidden love – according to the locker
room rules.

We follow the lives of four young people,
linked together by the city and the game of
hockey, as new love, friendship and dreams
blossom – alongside an inevitable rivalry.
Felicia and Elias need to find their place in
school within the current hierarchy. Felicia
finds support in her new friendship with
Amie, who is also figuring out her identity.
Elias is fighting the rivalry with the town’s
most promising hockey talent – Ludvig.

Questions are raised regarding what really
made the Kroon family move back to Sweden? No one’s perfect, especially not the
family most groomed and shiny family.

hospital after a game, and Amie prepares
for her first meeting with a record label.
Klara’s family is falling apart as her dad’s
company is on the verge of bankruptcy.
Power relations, lovers and friendships are
changing and evolving in the small town.

In the second season Elias is charmed by
Klara, while Ludvig and Amie gets closer to
each other in the music studio. Felicia gets
reacquainted with Eagles new assistant
coach, Jack Barret. Ludvig ends up in

Original title Eagles
Genre Drama, Youth
Duration 2 x 16x20 minutes
Year of Production Season 1, 2018. Season 2, 2020. Season 3, spring 2021.
Script Anton Nyberg with Stefan H Lindén, Michaela Hamilton & Fanny Ekstrand.
Director Amanda Adolfsson
Producer Måns Strömberg
Produced by SVT
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DRAMA: SVT SERIES DISTRIBUTED BY OTHERS
SNOW ANGELS

THIN BLUE LINE

THE HUNT FOR A KILLER

When 5-weeks-old Lukas disappears, ambitious
and hardcore policewoman Alice, fragile mother
Jenni and child nurse Maria are all somehow
involved in the case of the missing. A thrilling and
emotional crime drama about family, secrets and
motherhood. Official selection in the Berlinale
Series section (2021) and winner of Drama Series
Pitch at C21 (2018).
Original title Snöänglar
Duration 6 x 58’
Year of Production 2021
Distributor REinvent

Thin blue line has been hailed as one of the best
series in modern time on SVT and tells the story of
the highs and lows of six police officers working in
today’s multicultural Malmö, both on and off duty.
A multi-layered, warm and thrilling series with high
authenticity and much loved characters. A second
season is under development.
Original title Tunna blå linjen
Duration 10 x 60’
Year of production 2020-2021
Distributor ITV Studios

A man within the Police Force turned against the
authorities, revolted against corruption and never
gave up. We follow the unwavering journey of two
police officers who cracked the seemingly impossible case that had remained unsolved for 15 years,
the sadistic murder of 10-year-old Helen Nilsson
that traumatized a nation. A tense drama thriller
inspired by true events.
Original title Jakten på en mördare
Duration 6 x 45’
Year of Production 2020
Distributor Banijay Rights

CALIPHATE

SICK

DOUGH

Religious fundamentalism seeps into a community
through the bedroom of a young Swedish girl. An
officer must single-handedly put a stop to an Islamic State terrorist plot against Sweden, extracting
information from a Swedish ISIS wife in Raqqa, who
wants to get out. A dangerous game with sky-high
stakes - and nobody listens to her warnings.
Original title Kalifat
Duration 8 x 44-51’
Year of Production 2020
Distributor Netflix (Exclusive SVOD, World wide),
Endemol Shine International (Sales)

When Alice survives cervical cancer she is eager
to piece her life in London back together, but with
a potentially “short vagina” after the surgery, being
dumped by her boyfriend as soon as she is declared
healthy and having to move back home to the suburb she swore never to return to, it’s easier said than
done. Sjukt is a self-experienced coming of age
comedy written by shooting star Lisa Ambjörn.
Original title Sjukt
Duration 8 x 20’
Year of Production 2020
Distributor TBC

Malou, a divorced mother on the verge of a
personal and financial breakdown, starts living
a double-life when she accidentally finds 5 million
euros from a failed robbery. Clueless on money
laundering she purchases a bakery and unwittingly
hires the robber’s wife, Liana, who has no idea that
the money from the failed robbery that imprisoned
her husband is in the hands of her new boss.
Original title Deg
Duration 8 x 45’
Year of Production 2020
Distributor Newen

A ROYAL AFFAIR

BLACKWATER

BONUS FAMILY

The real-life inspired drama follows the forbidden
love affair between King Gustav V and entrepreneur
Kurt Haijby, which shook Sweden’s royal family for
decades and led to one of the most serious legal
scandals in Swedish history. Sverrir Gudnason
(Borg Vs McEnroe, The Girl in the Spider’s Web)
plays Kurt Haijby.
Original title En kunglig affär – berättelsen om
Kurt Haijby
Duration 4 x 45’
Year of Production 2020
Distributor REinvent

In the early 70´s Blackwater is a languishing
northern village like many others. Suddenly the
dormancy is broken, by a double murder far out in
no man’s land. 18 years pass before someone starts
discovering the truth behind what happened. Once
again, danger returns to the mire. What happened
has become a dark force affecting the lives of many.
Based on Kerstin Ekman’s award-winning novel.
Original title Händelser vid vatten
Duration 6 x 60´
Year of Production 2021
Distributor ITV

In Bonus Family we meet Lisa and Patrik, who have
recently fallen in love and moved in together, each
with their respective kids, to form a bonus family.
Half of all marriages in Sweden end in divorce and
the term nuclear family is increasingly losing its
meaning. Bonus Family is a humorous drama that
examines the crucial question: What is a family?
Original title Bonusfamiljen
Duration 3 x 10x45’ (Season 4 airs Q4 2021)
Year of Production 2016, 2017, 2019 & 2021
Distributor FLX
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